Supplementary Material S3:
EPISIM Simulation Computation Time Study
We conducted an extensive simulation computation time study for our EPISIM simulation environment. This study is
composed of two parts. First, we assess to which extent computation time can be minimized by using the command
SbmlSim(‘SbmlId’, mode) included in EPISIM Modeller’s function library. This command allows to control whether or
not a particular SBML model is simulated for a particular cell. Second, we compare manual versus SBML and COPASI
based model integration. For the manual integration, we directly implemented a 4 th order Runge-Kutta scheme for
Tyson’s 2 variable cell cycle model in a graphical cell cycle model. This model’s computation time is compared with
those of a multi-scale simulation where the SBML version of Tyson’s model is semantically integrated. The
computation study was performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU (3.4 GHz, 8 GB RAM) desktop PC. However,
EPISIM simulator can also be executed in a headless environment like a computer cluster. Hence, we comment in the
final paragraph on the parallelization of multi-scale simulations using EPISIM simulator.

Computation Time Optimization by Cell Dependent Time Course Simulations
The semantic scope of an imported subcellular SBML model may depend on a cell’s state. For instance, cell cycle
models may semantically not be relevant in differentiated cells. This can be used to optimize the computation time per
tissue simulation step.

Fig. 1. Optimization of computation time using the command SbmlSim. (a) Top Level model of the graphical CBM being the starting point
of each CBM simulation step. First it is checked whether or not a particular time course simulation is required. Then the keratinocyte
model is called. Finally, a cell is assigned a color based on user defined coloring semantics.
(b) SBML Model Simulation check is executed prior to keratinocyte simulation. Time Course simulation is switched off as soon as a
keratinocyte differentiated from a transit amplifying to an early spinosum cell which is no longer proliferating.

In our in silico model of human epidermis (Grabe and Neuber, 2005, 2007) only stem cells and transit amplifying (TA)
cells proliferate. Proliferation is regulated by the imported SBML version of Tyson’s cell cycle model (Tyson, 1991)
obtained from BioModels database (Le Novère et al., 2006). Stem cells and TA cells represent only a subgroup of 10 %
of all cells in the tissue. The total cell number ranges between 300 and 325 cells in a homeostatic 2D in silico epidermis
and between 4,500 and 4,750 cells in a homeostatic 3D in silico epidermis. We used this fact to reduce the
computation time of our tissue simulation. Figure 1 shows how the command SbmlSim can be used in a graphical cell
behavioral model (CBM) to control time course simulation depending on a cell’s differentiation stage. The simulation
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of both imported Tyson cell cycle model versions is switched off in early spinosum cells. This is the first differentiation
stage in which keratinocytes no longer proliferate.
The effect of including the submodel SBML Model Simulation Check (Fig. 1 (b)) in our CBM is depicted in figure 2. The
TA cell monitored in chart (a) differentiates to an early spinosum cell after one cell division. A cell divides when the
active MPF concentration (U) exceeds mitotic threshold MT. According to the model in figure 1b time course
simulation is switched off for the monitored cell. This is indicated by the straight lines in the gray shaded area. Chart c
and chart d show the differences in computation time for a whole tissue simulation step with and without
optimization. Since time course simulation for the imported subcellular cell cycle models is run only in 10 % of the
cells, the optimized tissue simulation runs almost eight times faster in 2D and more than six times faster in 3D.
Independent of optimization, the computation time for a tissue simulation step increases linearly with a linear
increase on cell numbers (Fig. 1c, 1d). Moreover, we demonstrate that the EPISIM Simulation Environment (SE) is
capable to simulate multiple imported SBML models since we imported both versions of Tyson’ cell cycle model.
These models are simulated individually for each cell. In total, this sums up to more than 9,000 time course
simulations per tissue simulation step performed by COPASI and administered by the SE.

Fig. 2. Optimization effect on tissue simulation in two and three dimensions. (a) After one cell division, the observed transit amplifying
cell differentiates to an early spinosum cell (1). The cell cycle model’s time course simulation is switched off for this particular cell in the
following simulation step. The straight lines highlighted in gray indicate constant values for SBML model species U and Z. (b) Stratified
tissue morphology of a 3D in silico epidermis (c) Computation time for a 2D tissue simulation. The gray line shows the computation time
per tissue simulation step in milliseconds against the number of cells in the tissue. The black line represents the optimized computation
time being 8 times higher in a homeostatic epidermis. (d) Computation time for a 3D tissue simulation. The regular computation time is 6
times higher compared to optimized computation.
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Manual Model Integration vs. Automated Model Integration using COPASI
We integrated COPASI in our simulation environment. COPASI is responsible for the time course simulation of the
SBML models that have been prior to this imported and semantically integrated in graphical cell behavioural models
(CBM). The time course simulation state of each imported SBML model and each cell in the tissue simulation
respectively are administered by an automatically generated model connector component (MCC). Using the example
of Tyson’s 2 variable cell cycle model, we evaluate the computation time of this COPASI / MCC component compared
to the direct and manual integration of this model within a graphical CBM (Fig. 3(a)). Figure 3a (1) shows the
implementation of a 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme. This represents a potentially faster alternative in terms of
computation time compared to the SBML based semantic model integration we introduced. The evaluation results are
shown by the charts in figure 1b and 1c. The tissue simulation with the directly and manually integrated Tyson cell
cycle model runs faster in 2D and 3D than the simulation that uses the SBML based version of this model. The charts
show the computation time for a whole tissue simulation step.

Fig. 3. Comparison of manual versus automated COPASI based model integration. (a) Manual integration of Tyson’s 2 variable cell cycle
th
model in a graphical cell behavioural model using the 4 order Runge-Kutta method (1). (b) Computation time of the manually integrated
versus COPASI based model in a 2D and (c) a 3D tissue simulation. There is computation time overhead for the COPASI based model
integration which is due to the time needed for administering the different SBML model simulation states for the individual cells. This
overhead does not significantly increase by the number of cells.
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At this point it has to be mentioned, that in contrast to the previous paragraph, we only imported the 2 variable and
not the 2 variable and the 6 variable SBML version of Tyson’s model. The results show that the difference in
computation time does not significantly increase by the number of cells. This means, that on the one hand there is a
loss in terms of computation speed but this loss is almost constant and can be neglected in our case. On the other
hand, we gained a method for realizing the automated SBML based semantic integration of quantitative subcellular
models in graphical cell behavioural models in a comfortable way. Figure 1a(1) impressively demonstrates that the
manual integration of more complex models is not an alternative to the introduced SBML based semantic integration if
readable, maintainable and extensible models should be built.

Parallelization of multi-scale simulations with EPISIM Simulator
EPISIM Simulator makes use of the parallelization opportunities given by modern CPUs having two or more cores.
EPISIM distributes e.g. the calculation of the visualization and graphical user interface, the model simulation and the
computation of diffusion fields.
Moreover EPISIM Simulator has not necessarily to be run on a Desktop PC using the graphical user interface to control
the simulation. Highly complex models might require the power of a computer cluster. For this reason, EPISIM
Simulator can be run and fully controlled using the command line without running a graphical user interface. Property
files are accepted for parameterizing the initial state of the simulation. The output of simulation movies as well as the
simulation results in form of diagrams and/or csv-files containing pre-processed simulation results can be directed to
any file server or other storage resource.
Due to the platform independence of the java-based EPISIM Simulator, the implementation of e.g. PBS (Portable Batch
System) scripts for the parallel execution of multiple simulator instances for performing e.g. parameter scans on a
computer cluster is rather straightforward. Listing 1 shows an exemplary PBS script. In line 4 we define that we want
to run 10 jobs in a job array. The number of the job can be referenced with ${PBS_ARRAYID}. In line 19 we start
EPISIM Simulator using the command line. EPISIM Simulator comes with its own Java Runtime Environment. This
runtime environment is used to start the simulator. The simulation environment accepts 4 different start parameters.
Parameter ‘-id’ allows to define an ID-String for the simulation run. This ID-String is used in the name of all outputted
files to distinguish the different simulation results. Parameter ‘-bm’ allows defining the path to the properties-file for
biomechanical model parameterization. Accordingly, parameters ‘-cb’ and ‘-mp’ allow defining the path to the cell
behavioural model and miscellaneous properties file. Miscellaneous properties are e.g. cell colorization mode in the
tissue visualization. The path to the cell behavioural model amongst others is set in the EPISIM Simulator config-file
located in the config-folder.
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#!/bin/sh
#PBS -N episim_multi_scale_simulation
#PBS -l walltime=03:00:00
#job array definition
#PBS -t 1-10
#on which cluster nodes should the job be run
#PBS -l nodes=cln080-int:ppn=1
# sets the Linux environment for the job to same as the one we're working in:
#PBS -V
#PBS -M user@email-address.edu
# e-mail sent to the user when the job begins (b), ends (e) or aborts (a)
#PBS -m bea
# Define a file where stderr will be redirected to
#PBS -e ./simulation-output/error/episim_pbs_job.err
# Define a file where stdout will be redirected to
#PBS -o ./simulation-output/log/episim_pbs_job.log
# run the job
./jre/bin/java -jar ./bin/Simulator.jar -id Simulation_Run_${PBS_ARRAYID}

–bm ../simulation-input/biomechanicalmodel_${PBS_ARRAYID}.properties

–cb ../simulation-input/cellbehavioralmodel_${PBS_ARRAYID}.properties

-mp ../simulation-input/misc_${PBS_ARRAYID}.properties


Listing 1. Example PBS-script for 10 simultaneous simulation runs with 10 EPISIM Simulator instances on a computer cluster
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The parallel execution of multiple simulator instances on a computer cluster allows a time effective exploration of e.g.
model parameter spaces where multiple simulation runs of the same model with different parameterization is
unavoidable. As an additional support, EPISIM Simulator provides a graphical generator for the required property
files.
Concluding, we summarize that EPISIM Simulator makes use of the parallelization capabilities of a single multi-core
CPU. More important, it is ready for the use on a computer cluster offering a variety of different features allowing the
effective exploration of model parameter spaces with the parallel execution of multiple simulation instances. The
massive-parallel simulation of a particular model on multiple CPUs is not within the scope of the current work. This
kind of parallelization is in our view of debatable use because of the unavoidable interdependencies between different
cells. This however does not necessarily exclude this issue from future EPISIM developments.
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